Supplementary Figure S1: Comparison of different FCS batches on growth and differentiation of MSCs.
Mesenchymal stromal cells of one donor with a low and one donor with a high proliferation rate were cultured in parallel for one passage in eleven different FCS preparations that were purchased by three different companies. Genes that comprised CpGs that are higher methylated in FCS and HPL (only 10% cutoff as depicted in Figure 2c ) are indicated in red and blue, respectively. Overall, there was no clear association of mean DNAm in the promoter and corresponding gene expression -which may also be attributed to the very moderate (and nonsignificant) differences in DNAm.
(c) qRT-PCR analysis of the main deregulated genes in two different FCS batches did not reveal any statistical differences (n = 6 for batch#11 and n = 3 for batch#9).
Supplementary Figure S5 : Analysis of senescence-associated genes in microarray data.
(a) Gene expression from the HTA 2.0 array of the coding genes for β-galactosidase (GLB1) 1,2 , P53 (TP53) and P16
(CDKN2A) showed no differences between HPL or FCS supplementation (n = 6).
(b) Various senescence-associated (SA) genes were previously described to be up-or downregulated in MSCs during replicative senescence (981 upregulated and 631 downregulated) 3 . Scatterplot analysis of these genes in our datasets did not reveal differences between FCS-MSCs and HPL-MSCs (n = 6).
Supplementary Figure S6: Short interchange of culture conditions impacts on gene expression.
Gene expression of eight genes that were either higher expressed in microarray data of HPL-MSCs (EMB, MME, MMP1, and COLEC12) or FCS-MSCs (IGFBP5, COMP, SUCBE3, and SMAD5) were exemplarily analyzed by qRT-PCR. Differential gene expression was validated for all of these genes in FCS-MSCs versus HPL-MSCs. Notably, even interchange of culture conditions for two days impacted at least in tendency on differential gene expression. 
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